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Morsy: Neither the killing of our Egyptian soldier nor the construction of the Steel Wall is

acceptable.

 Dr Mohamed Morsy Memeber of  Muslim Brotherhood's Executive  Bureau stated that Egyptians must recognize who

their real opponents are indicating that the Zionists' are the real enemies. Morsy stressed that we mustn't be

sidetracked by current incidents on the border such as the shooting and death of the Egyptian soldier during the

clashes in Rafah, Egypt.

 He offered his condolences to the victim's family in particular and the Egyptian people as a whole highlighting that

a whole nation's security is at stake with the insistence of the building of the Steel wall. He added that the Gazans

were victims to the construction and that the insistence of its erection served and benefitted none other than the

zionist entity. 

Morsy claimed that the authorities must carry out investigations with regards to the soldiers' shooting however they

must also assume responsibility towards its one and a half million Palestinian brothers who are under siege and who

in fact are no real threat since all they want is the freedom to live and exist as human beings with the simplest of

rights.. He condemned the Egyptian' authorities deafening silence where he voiced his opinion that "It is imperative

that Egypt's glory and reputation be restored within both the Arab and Muslim world".

 Morsi asserted that Egypt was well capable of protecting its borders without the construction of the wall.  The ruling

regime must conduct full and complete reassessment and get its facts in order as it is without doubt that zionists not

Palestine is our enemy. 
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